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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an integrated analysis about dynamic performance of a Floating Offshore Wind
Turbine (FOWT) OC4 DeepCwind with semi-submersible platform under real sea environment. The
emphasis of this paper is to investigate how the wave mean drift force and slow-drift wave excitation
load (Quadratic transfer function, namely QTF) influence the platform motions, mooring line tension and
tower base bending moments. Second order potential theory is being used for computing linear and
nonlinear wave effects, including first order wave force, mean drift force and slow-drift excitation loads.
Morison model is utilized to account the viscous effect from fluid. This approach considers floating wind
turbine as an integrated coupled system. Two time-domain solvers, SIMA (SIMO/RIFLEX/AERODYN) and
FAST are being chosen to analyze the global response of the integrated coupled system under small,
moderate and severe sea condition. Results show that second order mean drift force and slow-drift force
will drift the floater away along wave propagation direction. At the same time, slow-drift force has larger
effect than mean drift force. Also tension of the mooring line at fairlead and tower base loads are
increased accordingly in all sea conditions under investigation.

© 2020 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Limited fossil fuel storage can't provide a sustainable energy
plan to satisfy the requirement of the world. Excessive exploitation
of conventional resources will only intensify the energy crisis and
cause more environmental pollution problem. Various renewable
energy resources have been attracted broad interests worldwide.
Wind energy due to its great potential is the most rapidly growing
one.

Recent years, large-scale commercial deployment of offshore
wind farms with an average annual increase in installed capacity
about 30% since 2010 (Gao et al., 2016). According to the prediction,
globally installed capacity by 2023 will be 61.3 GW. Europe is still
themain contributor as up to 57% decreasing from 93% in 2013 (IEA,
2014), followed by Asia rising up to 39% (Dugstad, 2018). Offshore
wind industry will be more and more globally spreading. Fixed
offshore wind turbine will continue to dominate the market with

distance to shore varying from 0 to extensive 50 m. Substructures
for fixed offshore wind turbines are mainly monopile, tripod and
jacket. However, there is a significant trend to show the increasing
interests to develop FOWT in deep water. FOWT has many advan-
tages comparedwith fixed offshorewind turbine. Firstly, more sites
are opened up in deeper water with better wind resources, which is
possible to build larger wind farm with bigger turbine and larger
blades. Also, it is potentially easier and cheaper with trans-
portation, installation and maintenance without using heave lift
vessels. Even more floating wind turbine foundations are less site-
dependent, so it is better for standardization.

Equinor installed the world's first floating wind turbine Hywind
park with five 6 MW S turbines which was in operation since 2017.
Distance to shore is about 25e30 kmwith water depth over 100 m
(Equinor website, 2019). FLOATGEN with Idol platform was in
commissioning at site in 2018 (Floatgen website, 2019). WindFloat
with a 2MWVestas turbine, was launched in 2011 (Principle Power
Website, 2019). In Japan, Hitachi Zosen being funded by NEDO
initiate two 3e5 MW turbines with steel and concrete Ideol plat-
forms which were installed in 2018 (Wind Power Offshore, 2019).

However, there is also seen more challenges with designing
FOWT due to its complicated structure components and the com-
plex environmental loading far away from shore. Environmental
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loads are composed of aerodynamic loading, hydrodynamic loading
and restoring forces/moments from mooring system. The aero-
dynamic forces on turbine rotor transmitted to the floating support
platform via the tower, which affects the dynamic responses of the
platform; the mooring lines provide restoring forces on supporting
platform to restrict the movement of the system; and on the other
round, the motion of platform influences the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the turbine blades by changing the relative flow velocity
experienced by turbine blades (Cheng et al., 2019). Various studies
have been conducted on the dynamic response of FOWT subjected
to different types of environmental loadings. Wave, current and
wind interaction problem for FOWT has been studied from
different activities. The dynamic response of FOWT under hydro-
dynamic loading has been the focus of intensive research for a long
time (Ullah et al., 2019). Potential theory is used for coupling hy-
drodynamic response of a spar-type offshore floating wind turbine
(Ye and Ji, 2019) (Ma et al., 2015) (Marino et al., 2013) in regular and
stochastic waves. However, only linear hydrodynamic loads were
included without taking the slow-drift nonlinearities into consid-
eration. Based on solving Navier-Stokes equations, the CFD
methods have the potential ability to provide the most precise and
accurate prediction results of the flow field with emphasis on
predicting the unsteady aerodynamic performance of floating wind
turbines (Liu et al., 2017) (Shen et al., 2018) (Abdulqadir et al., 2017).
Still hydrodynamic coupling effects betweenwave and platform are
simplified at the same time.

In order to effectively design the FOWT, designer, researcher,
and engineer need to produce an analysis tool that is able to
accurately predict loads and resulting dynamic responses caused by
combined stochastic wave and wind loading. The well-known fully
coupled aeroehydroeservoeelastic dynamic approaches are FAST
(NREL website, 2019), SIMA (SIMO/RIFLEX/AERODYN) (Sintef Ocean
website and May 2019), HAWC2 (HAWC2 website, 2019), Bladed
(Bladed website, May 2019), Orcaflex (Orcaflex website, 2019), etc.

The NREL tool FAST joins aerodynamics models, hydrodynamics
models for offshore structures, control and electrical system (servo)
dynamics models, and structural (elastic) dynamics models to
enable coupled nonlinear aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulation of
FOWT in the time domain (NREL website, 2019). A third-party
module such as the diffraction/radiation panel program WAMIT
(Wamit website, 2019) are integrated inside FAST to provide hy-
drodynamic coefficients of the floating platform. WAMIT calculates
the added mass matrix, the matrix of hydrostatic restoring force,
and the matrix of retardation, first order and second order wave
excitation forces for the platform. However, one of the deficiencies
of potential-based methods inherently cannot take viscous effects
into consideration. Morison's equation is normally adopted to
include the drag force. This includes linear and quadratic damping
for all the submerged structures of the platform.

SIMA can perform a fully coupled analysis where the effects of
wind, waves and current are combined with the effects of the wind
turbine and the dynamic effects due to elastic response of slender
structural members like the rotor blades, the tower, and the
mooring lines (Sintef Ocean website, May 2019"). Wadam is a fre-
quency domain analysis program for calculation of wave-structure
interaction for fixed and floating structures of arbitrary shape
(Wadam User's Manual ). Wadam is widely used in the offshore oil
and gas industry to efficiently analyze wave induced rigid-body
motions and hydro-pressure forces on mean wetted body surface
of a floating unit (Luan et al., 2017).

The major purpose of the present study is to show the accurate
prediction of hydrodynamic responses of a semi-submersible OC4
DeepCWind FOWT by using the above two sets of programs.
Emphasis is put on how the mean drift force and slow-drift wave
excitation loads affecting the coupled motion of the platform and

forces/moments of the mooring lines and tower base.

2. Numerical model

2.1. Model description

A semi-submersible floating offshore wind system as phase II of
the Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration Continuation (OC4)
project (Robertson et al., 2014) as shown in Fig. 1 is investigated in
the present work. The OC4 DeepCWind semi-submersible platform
is a triangular, three-column design, and possesses a smaller fourth
column located centrally to mount a scale model of the horizontal
axis NREL 5-MW baseline turbine (Jonkman, 2009). The main col-
umn attached to the tower and three offset columns that are con-
nected to the main column through a series of smaller diameter
pontoons and cross members. The full configuration of the system
is composed of three blades, nacelle, drive train system, tower,
semi-submersible platform and three catenarymooring lines. More
structure properties are listed in Table 1. The layout of the mooring
system composed of three mooring lines is sketched in Fig. 2 with
its properties listed in Table 2.

Two fully coupled numerical models including all components
of FOWT are established in SIMA and FAST. Their configurations are
shown in Fig. 3.

2.2. Decay test

Free-decay test is an efficient way to deliver information about

Fig. 1. DeepCwind floating wind system design (Robertson et al., 2014).
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the natural periods and the damping behavior of a floating struc-
ture. Surge and heave decay test are performed in calmwater in this
paper with initial surge displacement equal to 22 m and heave
displacement being 6 m. Time step for decay test are 0.0125s for
FAST and 0.005s in SIMA. The initial values selection for decay test
are chosen according to the suggestion from NREL (Robertson et al.,
2014). Good agreements are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

2.3. Model description

Slowly drift motions are of equal importance as the linear first-
order motions in design of mooring system for large volume
structures (Faltinsen, 1990). The present work will investigate how
mean drift force and slow-drift wave loads influence the response
of FOWT.

2.3.1. Mean drift force

C Far field method

Table 1
Floating platform geometry and structural properties (Robertson et al., 2014).

Depth of platform base below SWL (total draft) 20 m
Elevation of main column (tower base) above SWL 10 m
Platform mass, including ballast 1.3473 Eþ7 kg
CM location below SWL 13.46 m
Platform roll inertia about CM 6.827Eþ9 kg m2

Platform pitch inertia about CM 6.827Eþ9 kg m2

Platform yaw inertia about CM 1.226Eþ10 kg m2

Fig. 2. Mooring line arrangement (Robertson et al., 2014).

Table 2
Mooring system properties (Robertson et al., 2014).

Number of Mooring Lines 3
Angle Between Adjacent Lines 120。

Depth to Anchors Below SWL 200 m
Depth to Fairleads Below SWL 14 m
Mooring Line Diameter 0.0766 m
Equivalent Mooring Line Mass Density 113.35 kg/m
Equivalent Mooring Line Mass in Water 108.63 kg/m
Equivalent Mooring Line Extensional Stiffness 753.6 MN

Fig. 3. An image of the OC4 DeepCWind semi-submersible FOWT in SIMA and FAST.

Fig. 4. Surge motion in surge free decay test.
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In head sea condition, mean drift force is calculated by the
method proposed byMaruo (1960). This method is based on the far
field principle under the assumption that the energy in the radiated
waves caused by the wave induced ship motions is equal to the
work of mean drift force. Mean drift force is calculated by Eq. (1)
(Faltinsen, 1990).

Fmean¼ rg
2
A2
R (1)

where AR is the amplitude of reflected waves. This equation shows
that mean drift force is connected with structure's ability to
generate waves and it will always act in the wave propagation di-
rection. So only horizontal modes in surge, sway and yaw are
calculated with this method in this paper.

C Direct pressure integration method

Another way to compute mean drift force is to use direct pres-
sure integration method which was developed by Faltinsen et al.
(1980).

This theory assumes that the incident wave length is large
relative to the cross-section dimensions. This method expands the
Bernoulli's equation to second order taking instantaneous ship
motion and wetted hull surface into consideration and integrates
the longitudinal component of the oscillating pressure over the
wetted surface of the hull. Mean drift force can be expressed as Eq.
(2):

where c is the water line curve; zr ¼ z� ðh3 �xh5 þyh4Þ is the
relative wave amplitude along the ship; ue is encounter frequency;
f(1) is first order velocity potential; zi (i ¼ 1, 2 … 6) is vessel
displacement in six degree of freedom; SB is the average wetted
surface of the body;M is the ship mass and ZG is the z-coordinate of
the center of gravity of the ship; jm indicates that the variables
should be evaluated on the average position of thewetted ship hull;
the bar over the expressions indicates time-averaged values. Six
degrees of freedom mean drift force can all be obtained from this
method.

2.3.2. Slow-drift wave force
Slow-drift wave loads are computed to account for the flow

interaction effects among the multiple column shapes of the semi-
submersible platform in stochastic waves.

Only the difference frequency loads are considered important
for semi-submersible FOWT. Slow drift resonance will occur in
surge, sway and yaw. Sum frequency forces can only excite high
frequency modes, like heave, pitch and roll of TLP type platform.
Therefore, it is assumed that the sum frequency forces are not
important for current study and neglected.

General formula for difference frequency slow-drift excitation
loads are expressed in Eq. (3) (Faltinsen, 1990).

FSVi ¼
XN

j¼1

XN

k¼1

AjAk
�
Ticjk cos

��
uk �uj

�
tþ �εk � εj

��þ Tisjk

sin
��

uk �uj
�
tþ �εk � εj

��
(3)

where Aj and Ak are wave amplitude for the two incoming waves;

Ticjk and Tis
jk are second order transfer function for unit wave

amplitude; uk, uj and εk, εj are two incoming wave frequencies and
phase angles respectively.

2.4. Convergence study

The aim of this section is to verify the numerical model by
convergence study of the hull mesh impact. Potential force is
dominating for the large-volume columns of the semi-submersible,
so panel meshes are generated on these parts with varying
numbers and sizes. Morison model is used for all the small-
diameter cross members and the small central column. This is
because viscous force are more dominating compared with po-
tential force for such small diameters slender members. So, for the
whole model, both the potential effect and viscous effect can be
taken into account in the numerical model.

Three models in Table 3 are created by displaying different
meshes in longitudinal and girth-wise directions for the mean wet
surface under water. Fig. 6 shows the mesh exhibition for Model 2.

Fig. 5. Heave motion in heave free decay test.
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Free surface is needed to be discrete by displaying meshes for
slow-drift force calculation. The whole free surface domain with
6825 panels is about 14 times of the characteristic length of the
semi-submersible platform as shown in Fig. 7. Wave damping
beach is applied at the outside border of the free surface mesh.
According to the general consideration in potential solution, the
diameter of the free surface should be varying from 5 to 10 times of
the floating structure characteristic length (WadamUser's Manual).
In this paper, the chosen free surface size is large enough for the
fluid domain study. A closer look at the meshes around the central
columns are also displayed in Fig. 7.

Results for first order motion transfer functions are shown in
Figs. 8e10. Model 1, due to its coarse mesh distribution, gives high
prediction of peak values for surge, heave and sway motions. So, it
will be excluded from the further calculations for second order
analysis. While, model 2 and model 3 shows good correlation with
first order results.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 indicates good agreement for mean drift force
in surge and sway direction for model 2 and model 3 between far
field method and pressure integration method. Some deviations
about mean sway drift force around incoming wave period equal to
16s is observed for model 3. The pressure integration method
predicts a slightly higher mean sway drift force compared with the
far-field method. The difference could be due to numerical insta-
bility issues with pressure integration on meshes.

Four wave conditions as shown in Table 4 are selected to verify
the accuracy of QTF (Quadratic Transfer Function) calculation. Two
wave periods are needed with T1 and T2 are set to be equal values.
Theoretically, under such condition, mean drift force should be
equal with slow-drift force diagonal values. Results comparison for
model 2 and model 3 are shown in Fig. 13.

From Fig. 13, it can be seen that QTF diagonal values corre-
sponding very well with mean drift force for both the testing
models. This means bothmodel 2 and 3 are with convergedmeshes

for second order analysis. But due to much finer meshes inModel 3,
its computational effort is much bigger than model 2. From the
general consideration, Model 2 is chosen for its overall accuracy
and efficiency performance.

3. Results and discussion

The coupled dynamic response of the whole FOWT system is
analyzed within nine selected environmental conditions with
combined loads from wave and wind which are categorized as
small, moderate and severe sea conditions as listed in Table 5.
Incoming wave direction is 0� for all these sea conditions. The main
focus is about how to demonstrate the nonlinear mean drift force
and slowly-drift force to influence the floating wind turbine per-
formance at sea.

Fig. 14 shows mean wave force components which are obtained
by averaging the stable time series data. As it is well known that the
first-order wave force can only cause the periodic motions of the
floaters around its initial static position. So mean value for first
order wave force are neglectable values as shown in condition 1.

Fig. 6. Mesh display for model 2.

Fig. 7. Free surface mesh for QTF calculation.

Table 3
Three models for mesh convergence study.

Mesh number of a
column (longi*girth)

Mesh number of the bottom
under column (longi*girth)

Total Number

Model1 20*40 20*6 7680
Model2 20*40 30*6 8400
Model3 30*60 40*8 15,800
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Some very small values in condition 4 and 7 can be due to the
unsymmetrical properties of the floating wind turbine system.

Second order mean drift force and QTFwill drift the floater away
towards wave propagating direction with their non-zero mean
value. QTF has larger mean value than mean drift force. One
example of slow-drift surge motion is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 presents the mean surge motion comparison between
SIMA and FAST. Zero mean surge motion is observed in small sea
condition 1 as expected. As the floating platform is only doing
harmonic oscillations around its mean position, so mean values are
zero during time domain analysis. While after introducing mean
drift force and slow-drift force, mean surge motions start to rise in
condition 2 and 3. With the growth of wave amplitude into mod-
erate sea condition, increased mean surge motions are observed. In

Fig. 8. First order surge motion with wave direction ¼ 0 deg.

Fig. 9. First order heave motion with wave direction ¼ 0 deg.

Fig. 10. First order sway motion with wave direction ¼ 90 deg.

Fig. 11. Mean drift force in surge with wave direction ¼ 0 deg.

Fig. 12. Mean drift force in sway with wave direction ¼ 90 deg.

Table 4
Selected waves for QTF verification.

T1 (s) T2 (s)

7 7
8 8
10 10
12 12
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severe sea condition, due to high wind speed, significant mean
surge motions are shown up. In all these three groups of analysis, it
is clear to see that mean drift force and QTF will definitely drift the
floater away. QTF has larger influence than mean drift force. This
phenomenon has been captured in both of the numerical tools. In
general, SIMA predicts higher mean surgemotion than FAST. That is
because SIMA integrates drag force to actual wave surface, while
FAST only use mean wet surface for drag force calculation.

With the restriction of the positioningmooring lines, floater will
finally oscillate around its equilibrium position which has certain
deviations from initial position. So mooring line 2 illustrates in
Fig. 2 is the one provides largest restoring forces for the floating
platform in head sea condition. In Fig. 17, slightly increasing of
fairlead tension can be observed from condition 1 to 6 while
introducing second order wave forces. However, the difference is
small. This is due to the magnitude of second order wave force will
only take less than 10% of a single fairlead tension force, so its in-
fluence is not obvious while only considering mean values. On the
contrary, fairlead tension has bigger oscillation amplitude while
mean drift force and slowly-drift force are included in condition 2,
3, 5, 6, 8 and 9. Fig. 18 shows time window for fairlead tension time
series in moderate and severe sea conditions in SIMA. Second order
wave forces will induce higher amplitude of fairlead tensions. The
same phenomenon is also observed in small sea condition.

Bending moment at the tower base has not been influenced so
much in small and moderate sea conditions. That is because the
whole FOWT is at a fairly stable dynamic response condition
regarding rotational motions, not so much pitch and roll are
observed. On the other hand, while wind load is shown up,

significant increase of bending moment is seen in Fig. 19.
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show the time series for platform's pitch and

roll motions respectively. Pitch and roll motions are oscillating
around 0� with small amplitude in moderate sea condition. While,

Fig. 13. QTF diagonal values verify against mean drift force.

Table 5
Environmental condition for FOWT global response analysis.

Condition Hydrodynamic load Wave type Hs Tp Wind

Small sea condition 1 1st order Jonswap 2 10 No
2 1st order þ mean drift Jonswap 2 10 No
3 1st order þ QTF Jonswap 2 10 No

Moderate sea condition 4 1st order Jonswap 6 12 No
5 1st order þ mean drift Jonswap 6 12 No
6 1st order þ QTF Jonswap 6 12 No

Severe sea condition 7 1st order Jonswap 6 12 18 m/s
8 1st order þ mean drift Jonswap 6 12 18 m/s
9 1st order þ QTF Jonswap 6 12 18 m/s

Fig. 14. Mean hydrodynamic force components.

Fig. 15. Slow-drift surge motion with incoming wave from 0� .
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obviously increments are obtained while wind is coming in severe
sea condition. In another word, nonlinear hydrodynamic loads are
not influencing the tower base bending moment directly. But it will
work indirectly through coupled mechanism by amplifying the
pitch, roll motions of the platform.

4. Conclusions

Two fully coupled numerical models of OC4 semi-submersible
platform FOWT are established in both SIMA and FAST. Dynamic
analyses are carried out in nine different sea environmental con-
ditions with combined loads from wave and wind. The main pur-
pose is to investigate and understand how the nonlinear
hydrodynamic wave loads influence the whole FOWT system dy-
namic behavior. As the second ordermean drift force and slow-drift
force has high requirement for mesh quality in potential solution,
complete verification of convergence study is done to ensure the
correct panel model is being utilized. Two methods are used for

mean drift force calculation, they are far filedmethod and near field
pressure integration method. Also, slowly-drift wave excitation
force is computed as well for the difference frequency part. It is
clear to see that mean drift force and slow-drift force will signifi-
cantly increase the horizontal motions of the floating platform in
the wave propagation direction. Resulting the restoring forces from
the positioning mooring lines are increased accordingly. On the
other hand, second order forces will amplify the oscillation
amplitude of the mooring line fairlead tension. This will increase
the risk of mooring line fatigue damage. As tower is rigidly
mounted on the floater platform, so tower base loads will not be
directly influenced by the wave excitation loads, but through the
coupled effect from the floater's induced motions. As long as the
floater is in a quite stable andminimized rotational motions such as
pitch and roll, tower base bending moment will not exhibit large
variations with wave loading change. At the other hand, wind loads
play a more important role than hydrodynamic loads regarding
tower base bending moments. However, this paper is limited with
incomingwave direction from 0� which is head sea condition. More
wave directions can be conducted in the future work. As oblique
waves will excite more horizontal and rotational motions

Fig. 16. Mean surge motion.

Fig. 17. Fairlead tension of mooring line2.

Fig. 18. Time window of fairlead tension of mooring line2.

Fig. 19. Bending moment at tower base.
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compared with head sea condition, so more phenomenon of FOWT
response under nonlinear wave excitation loads will be observed
then.
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